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Presenter
Presentation Notes
EMILYHOOK“Close your eyes and imagine you’re on the beach laying on the soft sand, the sun is warm on your skin. You can hear the waves crashing against the shore and feel the sea breeze on your face. You reach over to switch on your phone and see a notification from canvas that your midterm is graded. You login to canvas and check your grade.”Raise your hand if you felt stress when you were checking your grade. This is a prime example of how imagination evokes emotion It’s not uncommon to feel stressed, in fact as highlighted in the textbook your brain tends to imagine the worst possible situations.



Learning Outcomes

1

1. Define Mental Imagery and Visualization 

2. Understand a Brief Historical Overview on Visualization and Mental Imagery

3. Understand the 3 Steps to Initiate Mental Imagery

4. Understand the 8 Characteristics of Effective Mental Imagery and Healing 

5. Understand the PETTLEP Model

6. Describe 3 Types of Mental Imagery 

7. Outline the concepts of colour and light therapy 

8. Provide Applicable Examples of Mental Imagery and Visualization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EMMA



What is Mental Imagery and 
Visualization?

(G U I D E D)
M E N T A L  I M A G E R YV I S U A L I Z A T I O N

2

Using one’s 
imagination of 
the body’s 5 
senses to 
create images, 
scenes, or 
impressions

Visualisation as 
a variation of 
meditative 
thought with 
the purpose to 
change oneself 
for the better

Seaward, B. L. (2018). Managing stress: Principles and strategies for health and wellbeing . Burling ton: MA. J one s  a nd  Ba rtle tt 
Publis he rs .

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EMMAVisualisationusing one’s imagination of the body’s 5 senses to create images, scenes, or impressionsGuided mental imagery Visualisation as a variation of meditative thought with the purpose to change oneself for the betterInvolves components of meditation such as increased concentration, awareness of consciousness of the scene createdReplace threatening stimuli with pleasurable stimuli to achieve a calming/healing effect



Brief Historical Overview of 
Visualization and Mental 
Imagery

3

1 2

4 65

3

Seaward, B. L. (2018). Managing stress: Principles and strategies for health and wellbeing . Burling ton: MA. J one s  a nd  Ba rtle tt 
Publis he rs .

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BRAYDON:Mental imagery has been used all around the worldMental imagery and visualization were not used amongst Western medicine practices after the separation of body and mind in which the mind focused on philosophy and the body on medicineDespite the use of visualization amongst different places of the world, visualization once again become popular in the twentieth century Elements of mental imagery and visualization became commonly used in modern day psychology practicesPreviously discussed psychologists such as Freud and Jung introduced mental imagery and visualization into their practices of psychoanalysis assisting patients with the healing processMental imagery is now used in clinical psychology practices amongst the world, in fact, it has been implemented in healing practices as well as sporting hypnotherapy practices in Vancouver (please see pamphlet for resources)



Steps To 
Initiate 
Mental 

Imagery
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Discussion 
TURN TO YOUR PARTNER AND 

DISCUSS WHAT YOU THINK IS AN 
IMPORTANT STEP FOR INITIATING 

MENTAL IMAGERY 
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Presentation Notes
CHLOE



Initiating Imagery:

1. GET IN A 
COMFORTABLE 
POSITION:

6

2. CONCENTRATE 
AND BE POSITIVE:

3. CHOOSE 
IMAGE AND 
THEME:

Seaward, B. L. (2018). Managing stress: Principles and strategies for health and wellbeing . Burling ton: MA. J one s  a nd  Ba rtle tt 
Publis he rs .

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHLOEMental imagery can be done anywhere; you can close your eyes to your current surroundings and allow your imagination to replace it with a setting that is more relaxing such as a nice beach. It helps to loosen any constrictive clothing around your neck and waist when you comfortably sit or lie down. Mental imagery requires sound concentration. Finding somewhere quiet will help you create the sensory images and promote focus. When focusing on the entire feel of the environment you have created in your mind visualize yourself in the third person and as you become more experienced shift to an internal perspective of viewing yourself completing the tasks and being in the visualization. Having a positive attitude is also crucial as it comes with the belief in the power of the image. When choosing a mental image, first begin by determining the purpose of your visualization. Are you clearing your thoughts? Are you healing your body? Focus and concentrate on the senses and mental images for the particular task you are visualizing. The details of the visual image come from the unconscious minds.
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8 WAYS TO 
IMPROVE THE  

EFFECTIVENESS 
OF IMAGERY 
FOR HEALING  
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1. Imagery Needs to  be 
Individualized

￮ Created by the individual

8

- Incorporate the individual’s 
beliefs and values

- Visualization should include 
emotion that accurately 
represents the individual 

mannerisms 

2. Imagery Needs to  Incorporate the 
Individuals Beliefs 

Seaward, B. L. (2018). Managing stress: Principles and strategies for health and wellbeing . Burling ton: MA. J one s  a nd  Ba rtle tt 
Publis he rs .

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EMILY1. Imagery needs to be idiosyncratic Imagery needs to be created by the individualTo ensure effective imagery, the individual must create the image themselves. Visualization is most powerful when incorporating personal elements and subjective experience. In other words, because everyone has different contextual experiences visualization should include personal components of one’s and experience. While providing guided visualization, it is crucial to simply guide the individual's thoughts but not create the image for the individual Everyone views tranquillity, behavioural changes and their internal body different and therefore it is important to cherish and incorporate aspects of individuality  2. Imagery must be egosyntonicIncorporate the individual's beliefs and values Visualization must incorporate and remain true to the individual's beliefs and valuesVisualization should include emotion that accurately represents the individual mannerismsIn ensuring imagery is egosyntonic the visualization reflects the actual behaviour more accurately, therefore increasing the effectivenessAs explained in the textbook, many people battling cancer are likely to protect the cells in their visualizationsThe textbook explains that people will visualize wrapping the cancerous cells in bags and throwing them away which symbolizes the caring and protective nature of many individuals 
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3. Imagery 
Needs to be 

Positive

4. Imagery 
Needs to 

Include all 
Senses

￮ Include elements of touch, smell, 
taste, sight and hearing into the 
visualization 

- Positive rather than negative
- Encourages healing and restoration 

Seaward, B. L. (2018). Managing stress: Principles and strategies for health and wellbeing . Burling ton: MA. J one s  a nd  Ba rtle tt 
Publis he rs .

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EMILY3. Imagery must have a positive connotationImagery with a positive connotation is found to encourage healing and restorative propertiesImagery with a negative connotation is the most common type of imagery - the human body tends to ruminate on negativity yet this has been found to not be productive or encourage change “The Mind is Everything, What You Think You Become” - Budha This quote further depicts the importance of positive visualization, as stated you become your thoughts and therefore it is most beneficial to think positively and visualize achievement rather than negativity4. Imagery must be kinesthetic and somatic Include elements of touch, smell, taste, sight and hearing into the visualization Visualization should include one’s self In including the 5 senses: hearing, sight, smell, taste and touch, you are better able to reenact the exact image and better connect with the body In connecting with the body one can achieve full relaxation and restoration of the mind, body and soul Including the senses also allows you to better prepare, change behaviours and visualize your body in a healthy and happy stateIn utilizing the five senses, the image becomes more vivid and realistic, improving the overall effectiveness



5. Imagery Needs to Be 
Anatomically Correct
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6. Imagery Needs to Be 
Regular and In Conjunction 
with Self - Talk

Include the specific anatomical location of the task in 
the visualization

- Beneficial when consistent and regular in an individual's daily 
routine 
- Three, 15 minute visualization periods, as well as short visualizations 
and positive dialogue throughout, is recommended by Dr. Norris 
- Utilize self - talk and dialogue to further the effectiveness and 
vividness of the mental imagery 
- Increase self - awareness and accept the reality 

Seaward, B. L. (2018). Managing stress: Principles and strategies for health and wellbeing . Burling ton: MA. J one s  a nd  Ba rtle tt Publis he rs .

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EMILY5. Imagery must be anatomically accurateVisualization of the specific anatomical locationPinpointing images specifically improves the effectiveness and control of the mind Example: targeting an illness, visualize the exact location of the illnessAs Dr. Norris explains “need to know whether to access the central nervous system or the immune system” (Seaward, 2018, p. 414) Virus: visualize the immune system battling the virus Brain tumour: visualize the exact cortex in which the brain tumour is found 6. Imagery must be regular and contain self-talk and dialogueAs recommended by Dr. Norris, visualization is most beneficial when consistent and regular in an individual's daily routine Dr. Norris recommends three, 15 minute visualization periods as well as short visualizations and positive dialogue throughout the dayUtilize self-talk and dialogue to further the effectiveness and vividness of the mental imagery Positive self-talk can be used alongside visualization to increase the effectiveness of the imagery and further provide relaxation and encouragement As explained by Dr. Norris, directive dialogue and positive self- talk can assist in battling an illness as well as accepting realityIncrease awareness and accept the reality 
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7. Imagery Needs to Include a 
Goal Oriented Approach

8. Imagery Should Include the 
Paired Treatment 

Visualize the completion of a goal as well as the 
complete process

- Visualize treatment as a beneficial component of the healing 
process

- Promotes acceptance and positivity 
- Imagery should be used in conjunction with other treatment

Seaward, B. L. (2018). Managing stress: Principles and strategies for health and wellbeing . Burling ton: MA. J one s  a nd  Ba rtle tt Publis he rs .

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EMILY7. Employ a blueprint aspectVisualize the completion of a goalEffective to visualize all individual steps and the process of accomplishing the goal at hand, whether this be for relaxation, behavioural change, battling an illness, visualize the entire process including the feeling and sense of accomplishment as you achieve the goal 8. Imagery should include the paired treatmentInclude the necessary treatment for battling the illness and healing In visualizing the treatment as a beneficial component of the healing process, the individual accepts reality and further promotes a positive connotation towards treatment Imagery including treatment is crucial as imagery alone is not sufficient for healing particular illnesses and must be used in conjunction with other forms of treatment Example: when battling cancer visualize chemotherapy as chemotherapy: “a gold-coloured fluid that healthy cells, acting as a bucket brigade, pass along to cancer cells who drink it up” (Seaward, 2018, p. 415)



TYPES OF 
VISUALIZATION:
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1 2 3

Seaward, B. L. (2018). Managing stress: Principles and strategies for health and wellbeing . Burling ton: MA. J one s  a nd  Ba rtle tt Publis he rs .
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TRANQUIL NATURE 
SCENES:

Purpose:
￮ Sim ula te  va c a tion
￮ Put thing s  into p e rs p e c tive

Fe a ture s :

￮ Stim ula te  a ll s e ns e s
￮ Vivid  c olour
￮ Fre s h a ir
￮ Na tura l s ound s
￮ W a te r 

13
Seaward, B. L. (2018). Managing stress: Principles and strategies for health and wellbeing . Burling ton: MA. J one s  a nd  Ba rtle tt Publis he rs .

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EMMA:PurposeTo simulate locations where people vacation to escape life’s stressorsTo put things into perspectiveSeeing how big the world is can put things into perspective, the endlessness of a natural scene can make the stressor feel less threatening MechanismsEffectiveness relies on repetition → can eventually provide an equal sense of relaxation to actually going on vacationShould stimulate all senses, not just visualUtilising all the senses makes you an active participant in the scene (more immersed) rather than a passive observerPlacing oneself in a natural scene helps people ground themselves in that their distorted perceptions are perceived in proportion to the world around them - turning them back into manageable thoughtsshown to trigger physical changes (body returning to homeostasis)Features of the natural scenesVivid colourFresh airNatural soundsElements of natureWater“scenes of water are reminiscent of the earliest sensations experienced in the womb” (Seaward, 2018, p. 416)Should be tailored to one’s personal sense of relaxation - something they can relate to, something that is easy to imagineExamplesWide ocean horizon, starry sky, mountains



Purpose:
￮ C orre c t b a d  he a lth ha b its

Fe a ture s :

￮ Sys te m a tic  d e s e ns itis a tion
￮ Re he a rs a l
￮ G oa l a c hie ve m e nt
￮ Pos itive  a ffirm a tions

14

BEHAVIOURAL 
CHANGE:

Seaward, B. L. (2018). Managing stress: Principles and strategies for health and wellbeing . Burling ton: MA. J one s  a nd  Ba rtle tt Publis he rs .

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EMMA:PurposeOften used to target bad health habitsSmoking, drinking, eating behaviours, substance addictionsProcess addiction behaviours - workaholism, shopaholismChange negative health behaviours into positive onesMechanismsShould be used in conjunction with other behaviour modification tactics/coping strategiesE.g. cognitive behavioural therapy Cognitive restructuringSystematic desensitisation In which repeated exposure to the unknown stressor helps build tolerance to the stressor and a greater sense of comfortMental exposure to stressful act whilst the person is in a relaxed state → build up to the stressful situationExample: public speakingEmpty auditoriumClose friendsHalf the audienceThe full audienceRehearse the stressful act whilst recalling the relaxing imagesSportsBetter defined neural tracts (brain to muscles) due to mental rehearsal of the motor skillPositive affirmationsBuild confidence, assertiveness, and self-esteem - make us more resistant to stressPositive affirmations disarm the internal critic, our natural need to criticise ourselfsTypesSystematic desensitization through repetition and building up to the stressful situationImagining oneself living a life where they achieve the goalA reinforcement of the desired behavioural change



Purpose:
￮ C ha ng ing  p hys iolog ic a l 

func tions  - he a ling

Fe a ture s :

￮ Im a g ining  a  b od y p a rt 
re c ove ring
￮ C a n b e  lite ra l or s ym b olic

￮ Im a g ina tion c a n trig g e r 
b ioc he m ic a l s ig na ls

15

INTERNAL BODY 
IMAGES:

Seaward, B. L. (2018). Managing stress: Principles and strategies for health and wellbeing . Burling ton: MA. J one s  a nd  Ba rtle tt Publis he rs .

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EMMA:PurposeDirect changes to physiological functionsVisualisation as a side interventionMechanismsImagining a particular body region in a healthy stateThe more detail provided the better - knowing exactly where to pinpoint and visualise ca increase efficacyIf stress related thoughts can cause physical weakness, then the mind should be able to repair the body with healing thoughtsBy imagining that body part recovering, they assume responsibility for their health status → regain controlAccording to Achterberg, the healing process is encouraged by the delivery of neuropeptides from visualizations to the healing cells Images can be symbolicE.g. washing a towel and picking the lint off it - the lint is the tumor cells (Seaward, 2018, p.421)Example (Seaward, 2018)Simonton (1971)Asked cancer patients to imagine their white blood cells fighting cancerous tumor cells lead them to feel a sense of responsibility for their recovery A significant amount of patients went into remissionCancer, dysfunctional organs, mending bones and connective tissue



Discussion 
TURN TO YOUR PARTNER AND 

DISCUSS WHAT TYPE OF 
VISUALIZATION YOU THINK YOU 

WOULD USE THE MOST? 
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THE 
PETTLEP  
MODEL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EMILYAs depicted from the collected data, 80% of the class was unfamiliar with the PETTLEP model. Let’s take a closer look at what it is, the seven components of the PETTLEP model, the benefits highlighted in the literature and an applicable example for a common stressor; test-taking. 



WHAT IS THE PETTLEP 
MODEL?

The PETTLEP model is a 
way to categorize seven 
components for 
effective visual imagery. 
These components 
include physical, 
environmental, task, 
timing, learning, emotion 
and perspective of visual 
imagery.

18

WHAT ARE THE 
BENEFITS OF THE 
PETTLEP MODEL?

- increase motivation 
and self - esteem
- increase neural 
activity between the 
actual behaviour and 
visualization
- way to explain the 
effective components 
of imagery

Anuar, N., Cumming, J., & Williams, S. E. (2016). Effects of applying the PETTLEP model on vividness and ease of imaging move men t.
Journal of Applied Sport Psychology, 28 (2) , 18 5- 198 . d oi:10 .108 0/10413200.2015.1099122

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EMILYWhat is the PETTLEP model?The PETTLEP model is a way to categorize seven components for effective visual imagery. These seven components include physical, environmental, task, timing, learning, emotion and perspective of visual imagery (Anuar, Cumming & Williams, 2016).How does the PETTLEP model benefit individuals?  - As explained, integrating the elements of the PETTLEP model is found to increase motivation, performance, self-esteem and confidence (Anuar, Cumming and Williams, 2016).- In highlighting the seven primary components of effective mental imagery the authors depict the importance of simulating a replicated mental image to the direct task itself (Anuar, Cumming & Williams, 2016). - The elements of the PETTLEP model increase the neural activity between imagery and the actual behaviour, therefore, increasing the effectiveness of visualization (Anuar, Cumming & Williams, 2016). - These elements provide a clear way to ensure effective visualization and increase the benefits of imagery.



Components 
of PETTLEP:

19

PETTLEP

Physical Task

Learning

Perspective

Emotion

Environment

Timing

Physical: relevant information

Environment: physical location 

Task: nature of the event 

Timing: timeline of action 

Learning: experience 

Emotion: feelings, sensations 

associated with the action 

Perspective: internal and external 
Anuar, N., Cumming, J., & Williams, S. E. (2016). Effects of applying the PETTLEP model on vividness and ease of imaging move men t.
Journal of Applied Sport Psychology, 28 (2) , 18 5- 198 . d oi:10 .108 0/10413200.2015.1099122

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EMILYWhat are the seven components of the model?Physical: refers to the visualizing all relevant information (clothing, physiological body state, other individuals) (Anuar, Cumming & Williams, 2016)Example: test-taking: visualize how it feels to be sitting in the chair, holding your pencil, are your hands sweaty, is your heart racing, do you feel relaxed or anxiousEnvironment: refers to the actual environment of the task (physical location, inside, outside) (Anuar, Cumming & Williams, 2016)- Improve the mental image and power of visualizations by researching pictures of the specific location or going to the location before the event - The more similar the visualization the more effective - Example: test-taking: visualize the specific lecture hall you are writing the test, have you been there before? If not, look at pictures or inquire about seeing the lecture hall before visualizing the event Task: refers to the specific task itself, the nature of the task, what you will accomplish during the task, the attentional demands of the task (Anuar, Cumming & Williams, 2016)- Example: test-taking: visualize the specific task, visualize the information for that particular test (nursing midterm: visualize the specific nursing information, statistics midterm: visualize solving problems)Timing: refers to the real timing of the movement, the visualization should take as long as the specific task in which you are visualizing (Anuar, Cumming & Williams, 2016) - Example: test-taking: visualize the actual length of the event and the test in which you are takingLearning: the visualization should be modified as the individual learns and gains experience with the task itself and as skill level improves (Anuar, Cumming & Williams, 2016)- Example: test-taking: as you become more skilled in writing tests as well as more familiar with the knowledge you are presented visualization should improve and adapt to your knowledge Emotion: the visualization should include emotion and feeling from the event (Anuar, Cumming & Williams, 2016)- Example: test-taking: include emotion whether that be stress, excitement, fear, confidence into the visualizations to further simulate the actual behaviour and nature of the taskPerspective: refers to the person’s viewpoint (Anuar, Cumming & Williams, 2016)- Internal: visualization from your personal perspective - typically involves more skilled practice  - beneficial for coping and as a relaxation technique  - External: visualization from a third-person perspective   - important for skills in which aesthetic is important (example: gymnastics, dancing) - Example: test-taking: visualize yourself seeing and writing the test as if you are carrying out the motions or visualize yourself as the professor watching you take a test



COLOUR 
LIGHT 

THERAPY
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Red:
evokes strong emotions

Green:
easiest for the eyes, balancing nature

Blue:
calming, peace, tranquility 

O'Connor, Z. (2011). Colour psychology and colour therapy: Caveat emptor. Color Research & Application, 36 (3) , 229- 234. 
d oi:10 .1002/c ol.20597

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHLOEExposure to coloured light & colour imagery is another technique to promote relaxation. Certain colours are known to have the ability to heal, energize, or soothe us. Green: the colour of the nature and neither has a relaxing or triggering affect. It is known as the colour of balance and harmony (O’Connor, 2011.) It is often used at the start or the end of the therapy session.Red: associated with heightened emotional responses of love, fear, and anger. The corresponding neural activity of the autonomic nervous system includes increased heart rate, blood pressure and muscle tension. Blue: shows the opposite effect and it returns our bodies to physiological homeostasis as it’s described as a calming colour. If you feel tense or frustrated, close your eyes and feel yourself surrounded by any shade of blue and it will help you regain your psychological balance. For example imagine yourself floating in aqua blue water then take a deep breath. Light therapy is an extension of colour therapy where visible spectrum (the colours) of electromagnetic radiation are used to promote healing. Different hues of lights have different specific therapeutic benefits on everyone.



when can 
you us e  

vis ua liza tion 
a nd  m e nta l 

im a g e ry?
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BRAYDON:



Applications
NATURE 
SCENES:
￮ Managing 

school 
stressors

￮ EMDR 
therapy for 
trauma 
victims

22

BEHAVIOURAL 
CHANGE:
￮ Smoking 

cessation
￮ Sports 

psychology

INTERNAL 
BODY IMAGES:
￮ Recovering 

from a 
sports 
injury

￮ Cancer 
recovery

2. Seaward, B. L. (2018). Managing stress: Principles and strategies for health and wellbeing . Burling ton: MA. J one s  a nd  Ba rtle tt Publis he rs .

1. va n d e n Hout, M. A, & Eng e lha rd , I. M. (2012) . How  d oe s  EMDR w ork? Journal of Experimental Psychopathology, 3 (5) , 724- 738 . d oi:10 .5127/je p .028 212

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BRAYDON:There are many different applications, but we have compiled a few Managing School Stressors,EMDR Therapy for Trauma Victims:EMDR Therapy for Trauma Victims: Eye movement desensitization and reprocessing (EMDR) is an effective treatment for combating trauma symptoms in which the provider asks the patient to return to a positive visualization and cognition throughout the treatment (van den Hout & Engelhard, 2012)Can also be used for Smoking Cessation,Sports Psychology:Can be used for improving game and technique, as many of you indicated that you already had used mental imagery in the past for sports.Also in recovering from a Sports Injury, and Cancer Recovery, as we have already touched on.



guided 
visualization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EMMA:Close your eyes, make yourself comfortable, whether it be sitting or lying down.Imagine you’re sitting on a big flat rock, overlooking a vast lake so large you can barely see the other side. The water is calm, you can see your reflection in it. The sky is painted orange and pink as the sun slowly descends behind snow capped mountains in the distance. Take your attention back to the lake - the water’s surface is a greenish blue, it reflects birds flying in perfect formation, you can hear their distant chirping as they fly past. A small fish leaps out of the mirror surface, making a soft plop as it re-enters the water. The soft lake breeze tickles your face, creating perfect rows of ripples in the water. You take a deep breath of fresh air, the earthy scent of pine trees fill your lungs - in through your nose, and out through your mouth - as you exhale you feel the tension release from your muscles as you bring your attention back to the vastness of the lake. Let yourself sit in silence, listening to the sounds of nature around you.When you’re ready, bring yourself back to the present, slowly opening up your eyes in your own time.



Place your screenshot here
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Post - Assessment Survey:

Please complete the 
post - assessment 
survey posted on 
Canvas! We 
appreciate your 
feedback

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHLOE
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QUESTIONS?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BRAYDON:



Thank You !
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Presentation Notes
EMILY
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